How to Adjust the Camera

**DO NOT TOUCH THE CAMERA!!**

On the remote, the **BLUE** and **DARK RED** buttons control the camera.

For the **Near Site Camera** (YOUR camera):

1. Press the **BLUE Near** button

2. To move the camera from side to side or up and down, press the **DARK RED** navigation buttons in the direction you wish to move the camera

3. Use the **BLUE** Zoom buttons when you want to zoom in or out
On the remote, the **BLUE** and **DARK RED** buttons control the camera.

For the **Far Site Camera** (Remote camera):

1. Press the **BLUE** **Far** button

2. To move the camera from side to side or up and down, press the **DARK RED** navigation buttons in the direction you wish to move the camera

3. Use the **BLUE** Zoom buttons when you want to zoom in or out

NOTE: If your video conference is being bridged, you will not be able to adjust the far site camera